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Character and StoryCharacter and Story

Motivation creates characters
Obstacles create conflict
Conflict creates drama
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Developing a storyDeveloping a story

Story through action
Visual comes first
Keep it simple
Brainstorming a premise
Keep it simple
Brainstorming a premise
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Breaking your story apartBreaking your story apart

Beginning--who, when, where
Developing--incident 1
Developing--incident 2
Point of crisis--climax
Developing--turning point
Conclusion--ending
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Top ten tipsTop ten tips

A world
A conflict (or conflicts)
Characters’ desire and motivation
Characters’ secret or weakness
An event
Ticking clock
Dialogue
Character’s own voice and style
Do not have a character to tell us something if he/she 
can show us.
A moment for characters.
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簡報者
簡報註解
 1. Create a world that's true to real life or fantastical or that mixes the mundane with the magical. But whatever set of rules you create for that world, make sure you follow them.
   2. Write a conflict that builds as the play progresses. As you structure the conflict, think in terms of your play having a beginning, a middle and an end.
   3. Write characters that want something (which puts them in conflict with other characters) and try to get what they want at every moment.
   4. Make sure that each character has something at stake, a consequence if he doesn't get what he wants.
   5. Create a "ticking clock" that puts the characters under pressure to get what they want right away.
   6. Make sure there is a good reason, an "event," for your play. It's not enough for two characters to sit around and talk for a while and then leave. There needs to be some important reason why we're watching them now, at this particular moment.
   7. Write dialogue that illuminates your characters and advances the plot at the same time.
   8. Make each character speak in a distinctive voice. If you have trouble with that, try imagining a specific actor you know - even if it's someone who will never play the part - in the role.
   9. Do not have a character tell us something she can show us instead. For example, it's much more effective to hide under the bed than to say "I'm afraid."
  10. Give each character a "moment," something that justifies the character's existence in your play and that makes him attractive for an actor to play.




A model sheetA model sheet

簡報者
簡報註解
Drawing your character from different angels (A kind of blueprints that you will always refer to when drawing). It usually includes full figure and facial close-ups. 





簡報者
簡報註解
Max Fleischer’s Olive Oyl Animaion Model Sheet 1933



A successful character design..A successful character design..

An inner life
Visual distinction
Expressive traits. 
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Six basic emotionsSix basic emotions

Anger 
Disgust
Fear
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
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In-class practice

Draw these basic 
emotions of a 
simple character 
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